Replacement Headband
Our headband is 42
feet long and made
of heavy-duty vinyl
with tie rope. Simply
pull your old headband off and use the
tie rope to put this
one on!

Center Straps

Installing A Net
1.

2.
3.
4;

100% synthetic nylon
webbing.

5.

Complete with all
hardware to attach
strap to net.

6.
7.

Metal Center Pin Replacement

8.

Connect one end of the net cable to the cleat on
the dead end post (post without the reel). Place
the cable over the top of the dead end post and
stretch it to the live post (post with the reel).
Pull the cable over the top of the live end post and
insert it into the reel.
Inside of the reel will be a pin to hook the loop on
the end of the net cable to.
Slowly begin to tighten the cable making sure the
cable has not come loose from the pin or the tops
of the posts.
Tighten the net to raise it to a height of 3’ at the
center of the net. DO NOT OVER TENSION THE
CABLE – YOU CAN BEND YOUR POSTS!
Insert the dowels provided into each end of the net.
Adjust the center strap to maintain the height of
36” in the center of the net.
Lacing cord can be installed by looping the cord
through the grommets and around the lacing rod or
net post and pulling tight.
TYPICAL ELEVATION OF A
PROPERLY LACED NET

“Pipe type” center strap anchor
is made from black steel with
a pin in the top for center strap
hook up. Overall length is 9”.

Net Repair Cord

NET LACING DIAGRAM

3mm Black braided
nylon rope (435’)

Double End Snap
Available in
Zinc & Nickle Plated or
Stainless Steel
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